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Abstract 
This study is about the use of the design and build procurement form in large and complex infrastructure 

projects in Sweden. The study also discusses the possibilities of an increased innovation rate in the 

infrastructure industry if there is an increased use of the procurement form. The research questions’ 

importance is due to the new directive of the Swedish Transport Administration which states that the 

public client should procure half of their projects between 25m and 500m SEK with design and build by 

2018 and increase the use functional requirements. The direction to use more design and build contracts 

in infrastructure projects has not been based on empirical evidence or any systematic evaluation of 

experiences.  

The research questions were answered through interviewing industry participants from public client 

organizations, contractors and consultants.  

Respondents believe that different projects are differently suited for a certain contract form. My findings 

show that the use of design and build in large projects is not considered problematic unless there is 

considerable complexity and uncertainty in the project. Complexity is the differentiation and 

interdependency of technology and organization. Parts of or entire projects with those attributes have 

primarily been done with design-bid-build. Clients have also difficulties in formulating and evaluating 

functional requirements in a systematic way.  

The study does not find that the increased use of design and build will necessarily lead to a more 

innovative industry. The ability of the market to produce technological development has not manifested 

itself after outsourcing road maintenance in Sweden. The contractors see themselves primarily 

streamlining production and lack incentives from the market for technological development. More radical 

innovation the interviewees believe is to be done in collaboration between all the construction actors and 

the public client needs to take the responsibility. The collaboration between public clients and private 

enterprises has in the past been successful in developing the Swedish infrastructure.  
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Sammanfattning 
Denna uppsats handlar om användningen av totalentreprenader i stora och komplexa anläggningsprojekt i 

Sverige. Uppsatsen diskuterar också möjligheterna till ökad innovationsgrad i anläggningsbranschen vid en 

ökad användning av totalentreprenader. Forskningsfrågornas vikt beror på Trafikverkets nya direktiv som 

slår fast att den offentliga beställaren bör upphandla hälften av sina projekt i storleksordningen 25 – 500 

miljoner kr i totalentreprenader år 2018 och öka användningen av funktionskrav. Direktivet att använda 

fler totalentreprenader i anläggningsprojekt är inte baserat på empiriska bevis eller en systematisk 

utvärdering av erfarenheter.  

Forskningsfrågorna besvarades genom intervjuer av branschaktörer, nämligen offentliga beställare, 

entreprenörer och konsulter.  

De intervjuade tror att olika projekt är olika lämpade för en viss kontraktsform. Resultaten visar att 

användningen av totalentreprenader i stora projekt inte anses vara problematisk såvida det inte finns 

betydlig komplexitet and osäkerhet i projektet. Komplexitet är differentiering av och beroenden mellan 

tekniker respektive organisationer. Delar av eller hela projekt med dessa attribut har huvudsakligen utförts 

i utförandeentreprenader. Beställare har också svårigheter med att formulera och utvärdera funktionskrav 

på ett systematiskt sätt.  

Studien finner inte att ökningen av totalentreprenader nödvändigtvis kommer att leda till en mer innovativ 

bransch. Marknadens förmåga att bidra till teknikutvecklingen har inte demonstrerats vid 

konkurrensutsättning av drift och underhåll av vägar i Sverige. Entreprenörerna ser sig främst effektivisera 

produktionen och saknar marknadsincitament för teknikutveckling. Mer radikal innovation borde enligt 

respondenterna göras i samarbete mellan branschaktörerna och den offentliga beställaren måste ta 

ansvaret. Samarbetet mellan offentliga beställare och privata företag har tidigare varit framgångsrikt i att 

utveckla Sveriges infrastruktur.  
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1 Introduction 
The introductory chapter describes the background for the study, the research question and the purpose of the study. 
Definitions and limitations of the study are also described. 

1.1 Background 

In most construction project the owner has to select suppliers, a process called procurement. 

Construction projects can be broadly divided in four phases: programme, design, procurement and 

production (Osipova, 2008). There are three dominant delivery methods for a construction product: 

design-bid-build (general contracting), design and build and construction management (Joyce & Gould, 

2009; Winch, 2011). No delivery form is appropriate for any kind of project, different delivery forms are 

used in different circumstances (Ibbs et al, 2003). 

Design and build refers to the form of contracting where one supplier is responsible for parts of or the 

entire design and production (Winch, 2011). Design and build is also known as turnkey contracting or 

single-point responsibility.  

The procurement of public projects has been much discussed lately as seen in reports from the 

government (SOU, 2012:39), the Swedish National Audit Office (2012:14), the Swedish Agency for Public 

Management (2010), in articles (Lind & Borg, 2011) etc. The Swedish Transport Administration’s (STA, 

Trafikverket) projects have mostly been procured with design-bid-build (Swedish National Audit Office, 

2012:14).  

The low productivity and innovation rate of the infrastructure market are partly seen as a result of the 

used delivery methods (SOU, 2012:39).  

The strategy of the STA states that the administration will increase the share of projects procured with the 

design and build (DB) method (STA, 2012a). The STA’s goal is to increase the number of DB contracts in 

the following years and by 2018 50% of the volume of projects of 25-500m SEK should be procured with 

the design and build delivery form. In 2011 the STA procured projects in this range for approximately 8bn 

SEK. 1bn SEK or 13% of those were procured with DB (SOU, 2012:39). The Swedish National Audit 

Office (2012:14) assessed the share of DB to be 10% for the same year. The increased use of DB is argued 

to give higher productivity and higher innovation rate in the infrastructure industry (SOU, 2012:39). The 

efficiency of the industry is of great socioeconomic importance as the infrastructure industry is one of the 

most important industries. Investments in the infrastructure industry have had a share of 2-4% of GDP 

since 1950 (Trafikanalys, 2012).  

This shift from today’s mostly general contracting to DB contracts will influence the market because the 

STA is now the largest actor in the infrastructure market since the integration of The Swedish Road 

Administration (Vägverket) and The Swedish Rail Administration (Banverket) into one agency (SOU, 

2012:39). The creation of the STA was one step in the government’s work to streamline the public 

administration and transfer non-core activities to other actors (STA, 2011). The STA has a yearly 

procurement volume of approximately 37bn SEK (SOU 2012:39) in the market where investments in 

infrastructure works are annually approximately 90bn SEK (Swedish Construction Federation, 2011). The 

STA’s investments are distributed for building, operating and maintaining roads and railroads. In 2010-11 

building of new roads and railroads cost approximately 17bn SEK, while operation, maintenance and 

other services cost approximately 20bn SEK (SOU 2012:39). 

With DB contracting the benefits stem from coordination benefits of the contracted firm when both 

design and production are performed by one single actor as far as the owner is concerned. The maximum 

of risk is transferred to the supplier (Winch, 2011).The project can be fast-tracked and project time is 

decreased. Disadvantages are however (Gould & Joyce, 2009): 
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 the uncertainty of final cost due to lack of complete documents at the initial stage and unforeseen 

conditions arising 

 owner involvement is minimized and thus owner decisions are uninformed and  

 a lack of checks and balances within the project when all work if performed by the same entity.  

Procurement theory suggests that it is an advantage to procure simple and mass-produced objects with the 

DB delivery form (Bajari & Tadelis, 2001). More complex projects have a higher adaptation need after 

contract signing because of circumstances not discovered until detailed design is complete and production 

begun. The question is thus how to procure something, as in the case of large infrastructure projects, that 

is not clearly defined and how the initial bidding price is affected during the project’s development. 

Another important aspect is also the alleged possibilities of increased innovation rate in the infrastructure 

sector with increased DB contracting and what past experience and literature says of it. The new direction 

is studied while looking at how research is financed and conducted in Sweden in the past.   

1.2 Research problem 

My research question stemming from the background above is: 

Is the design and build procurement form suited for large infrastructure projects and will an increased use of the procurement 

form increase the innovation rate in the Swedish infrastructure industry? 

The paper will discuss the different parties’ view on design and build and the increased use of said 

procurement form. Possibilities of and responsibility for innovation will also be discussed. 

1.3 Purpose 
The purpose of the study is to understand if the DB delivery form is suited for large one of a kind 

infrastructure projects or if the many uncertainties not disclosed at procurement affect the project result 

and budget so vast that presented benefits (in e.g. SOU, 2012:39; The Swedish Agency for Public 

Management, 2010; Stockholm County Council, 2012a; Nilsson et al, 2012; Bossink, 2004) are dispersed. 

The purpose is also to discuss possible consequences of the increased use of DB in infrastructure projects.  

One of the reasons for adopting the new strategy of 50% DB projects by 2018 by the STA is said to be 

the procurement form’s ability to enable innovation (SOU 2012:39). The purpose is to investigate if such 

results can be expected.  

1.4 Limitations and definitions  

The research question above will be examined through a transaction cost perspective, by discussing the 

theory of incomplete contracts (Williamson, 1981; Bajari & Tadelis, 2001; Whittington & Dowall, 2006) 

and looking at how innovation is promoted today compared to how research and development has been 

done in Sweden in the past (Kaijser, 1994; Fridlund, 1999; STA, 2012c). The historic review is however 

only limited.  

The interviews are conducted in Stockholm but the geographical limitation is the Swedish infrastructure 

market.  

Infrastructure is defined by Statistics Sweden as the building, operating and maintenance of roads, 

railroads, bridges, tunnels, airports, harbors, irrigation systems, sewage systems, industrial facilities, pipe 

lines, electric cables, sport facilities and similar (Trafikanalys, 2012). What defines a large infrastructure 

project is quite arbitrary but in this report contracts in the rounds of and over 100m SEK are considered 

large. The study focuses on public clients and primarily the Swedish Transport Administration. The study 

looks thus at infrastructure projects and not all construction projects as the public clients primarily 

procure infrastructure.  
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Innovation is in my study defined widely as an improvement either in quality at the same cost or 

producing the same quality at a lower cost. This is based on the definition Stenbeck (2007) uses in his 

study based on Salter and Jones. Like his study, my study does not equate the use of cheaper labor or 

making the labor force work harder as innovation. In the interviews there have been discussions about 

what kind of innovation the actors believe they develop and what falls under others’ responsibility. 

The study requires a definition of a complex project. Based on Baccarini (1996) the complexity of a 

project is defined according to the degree of varied interrelated parts. Differentiation and interdependency 

of projects organizations are factors of complexity. Similarly differentiation and interdependency of 

technology are also contributing factors of complexity. Differentiation of technology refers to the diversity 

of inputs and/or outputs, the number of different actions needed to produce the end product and number 

of specialties involved. Technological interdependency can be prevalent between tasks, within a network 

of tasks, between teams, between different technologies and between inputs.   

1.5 Thesis structure  

The thesis’ structure is as follows: 

Chapter 1 – Introduction. Introduces the research problem and the background.  

Chapter 2 – Theoretical background and literature review. Relevant theoretical concepts are described. Past 

literature on contract forms is presented.  

Chapter 3 – Methodology. The chapter describes the methods used when conducting the study. 

Chapter 4 – Empirics. Findings from primarily the interviews are presented. 

Chapter 5 – Analysis. The findings are analyzed based on the context described in chapter 2 and 3. 

Chapter 6 – Conclusions. The main conclusions from the analysis are presented, as well as suggestions for 

further research. 
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2 Theoretical framework and literature review 
The theoretical framework and literature review will focus on theory of procurement methods, what problems they try to 

circumvent, theory about the drivers of innovation and implications of outsourcing public services. The theoretical framework 

and literature review are intertwined in the chapter. 

2.1 Bounded rationality and transaction costs 
It is rational for firms to try and maximize the difference between gross receipts from sales and cost of 
production (Simon, 1972). Rationality can however be bounded by risk and uncertainty of the demand 
and/or cost. Another limit is the incomplete information about alternatives and the cost of searching 
additional information. Rationality is limited by 

 uncertainty about consequences from each alternative 

 incomplete information about the set of alternatives and  

 complexity of the environment preventing necessary calculations from being performed  

Exactness in decision-making must thus be replaced with approximation (ibid). When a problem has to be 

explored, there must be additional mechanisms that decide when evaluation will stop and an alternative is 

chosen.  

The discrete transaction, “sharp in by clear agreement, sharp out by clear performance” is very rare in 

both law and economics (Williamson, 1981). Transaction cost is the friction: do the parties operate 

harmoniously or are there conflicts leading to delays, breakdowns and other malfunctions? Transaction 

costs consist of costs for planning, adapting and monitoring task completion, in addition to production 

costs. Williamson bases the transaction cost theory on two assumptions, (1) the recognition that human 

agents are subject to bounded rationality and (2) the assumption that at least some agents are given to 

opportunism.  

Bounded rationality gives that it is impossible to deal with complexity in all contractually relevant aspects, 

why incomplete contracting is the best that we can produce. Williamson then adds that contracting 

becomes even more complicated because of the dishonesty of economic actors, “it is very costly to distinguish 

opportunistic from nonopportunistic types ex ante” (ibid, p. 554). On whether firms should produce goods and 

services internally or buy them in the market, Williamson writes that when products are of highly specific 

character the advantage of internal production are the reduced incentives for suboptimization, the ability 

to invoke fiat for resolving differences and the access to information when dispute settling is needed.  

Complex contracts cannot be complete ex ante (prior to contract signing) (Whittington & Dowall, 2009). 

Asset-specific transactions give the initial winner a competitive advantage. Goods or knowledge 

transactions create “lock-in” effects and reduce competition. The buyer and the seller are thus joined in a 

bilateral monopoly and costly negotiations are made as soon as one of the parties proposes adaption of 

the contract. When asset specificity increases, competition is decreased and costs can rise. Infrastructure is 

not simple and not easy to obtain and contracts between public agencies and contractors are inevitably 

incomplete as unforeseen consequences arise on a regular basis. Asset specificity, uncertainty and lengthy 

contracts make infrastructure project delivery vulnerable to opportunism. 

2.2 Procurement methods  

There are, as mentioned, three dominant procurement methods in construction projects: design-bid-build 

(DBB), design and build (DB) and construction management (CM) (Joyce & Gould, 2009).  

In DBB the client hires a design professional that will design according to the client’s needs and 

specifications and will produce complete contract documents (ibid). Based on the complete contract 

documents the client will select a contractor to perform the works either through competitive tendering or 
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negotiations. This method became popular with the specialization of the building professions at the turn 

of the twentieth century.  

 
Fig. 1. The design-bid-build process. (Based on Borg, 2011) 

CM refers to the method where the client will appoint both the designer and a construction manager who 

is to manage the execution (ibid). 

With the DB method the client has a contract with a single entity that will perform both design and 

production works (ibid). The reemergence of the DB procurement in the international sphere happened as 

a result of the dissatisfaction with the traditional general contracting which separates the design and 

construction processes (Knight et al., 2002). Critique was raised to the division of the contractor from the 

design phase. Instead, the DB approach allowed design and construction to occur simultaneously. This 

was a return to procurement methods from pre-industrial times. Times of economic uncertainties also 

favored a delivery method that could guarantee a maximum price.  

DB contracts can be viewed as “functional contracts” or “performance contracts” or the client’s 

specifications can be specified in some other way (Borg, 2011). One difficulty with performance contract 

is how to describe performance requirements in measurable terms. This has i.a. been done by specifying 

the properties of the object related to performance (Mattsson & Lind, 2009).  
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Fig. 2. The design-build process. To the right: including operation and maintenance. (Based on Borg, 2011) 

2.2.1 The principal/agent problem 

In procuring a supplier for the project the client is faced with the principal/agent problem (Winch, 2011). 

The client (principal) wants to hire the most competent supplier (agent) but the supplier is more 

knowledgeable about his/her real competence than the client. This problem is thus one of asymmetry of 

information. Asymmetry of information poses two problems for the client:  

 Moral hazard. How does the client know that the contracted supplier will mobilize their forces to the 

benefit of the client and not to themselves or some other client? 

 Adverse selection. How does the client know that the lowest bid is not a bid of a desperate supplier 

whose services are not wanted anywhere else?  

Public procurement is concerned with a problem of incentives because of the client’s lack of information 

about the agent’s efforts and efficiency (Estache et al, 2009). The client may not be able to induce his/her 

agent to make their best effort and contain costs, i.e. there is moral hazard. The client also may have less 

knowledge of the technology used, known as adverse selection or hidden knowledge problem. 
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2.2.2 Contract types and risk distribution 

The client in a construction project has not only to choose procurement form but also payment form 

(Joyce & Gould, 2009). This is done in three different ways: single fixed price, unit price and cost plus a 

fee. 

In a single fixed price contract, also referred to as lump sum contract, the contractor agrees to perform the 

works for a specific sum prior to execution of the works (Joyce & Gould, 2009). The price is based on the 

design documents and the parties’ understanding of project conditions. Unit price reimbursement refers to 

when the supplier and the client agree to a price per unit. The quantities are measured and the supplier is 

reimbursed with the quantities multiplied with the unit price. With the cost plus a fee (cost plus) contract, 

the contractor is reimbursed for their costs with an addition of a stipulated fee.  

Changes in the scope of the project or in client requirements will also mean changes in the stipulated 

contract sum (Chapman & Ward, 1994). Contract change is also a result of unforeseen conditions or 

omissions and errors in the design. Cost plus contracts will absorb most of the changes without contract 

change, whereas the fixed price contract would probably result in contract changes in all of the 

abovementioned scenarios. The fixed price has however other disadvantages, e.g. the contractor being 

liquidated because of the project costs or striving to generate claims to the contract (Joyce & Gould, 

2009). At the same time the client might be paying too high risk premiums because risks effectively carried 

by the client are not explicitly stated in the contract form. Risks not controlled either by the client or 

contractor are effectively paid by the client in this scenario. In case of a contract change the price will be 

higher than if it was included in the original project scope that the contractor bid on, thus costing the 

project money.  

Cost-plus contracts are necessitated by the unwillingness and inability of actors to bear risks (Arrow, 

1962). Since the government is a superior risk-bearer, the government is also burdened with the risks. This 

enables to buy from firms based on their productive efficiency and not their ability to bear risk. Cost-plus 

contracting does however allocate adverse effects.  

In a DB contract the contractor is asked to absorb risks which raises contractors’ bids (Whittington & 

Dowall, 2006). If uncertainty is too high, organizations are discouraged from bidding for fear of going out 

of business (Eden et al, 2005). Even experienced organizations do not want to acknowledge uncertainties 

as this would make their bids less aggressive than needed for winning the contract.  

Payment form is a form of risk allocation (Borg, 2011). If the client believed that too much uncertainty 

will drive the fixed price to high, they can be willing to accept some of the risks and institute adjustable 

prices. This is e.g. done in tunnel works, where uncertainties are high. Complex works are often procured 

as DB contracts but with a great deal of technical specifications by the client that need to be followed. The 

division line between DBB and DB is quite blurry, especially in an infrastructure project where the client 

makes a lot of technical specifications.  

2.2.3 Procuring complex infrastructure projects 

Efficiency means choosing an arrangement that is better than the alternative arrangement of work (Lind & 

Borg, 2010). A specific contract or arrangement is chosen trying to balance economies of scale, incentives 

created for the different parties and flexibility and handling of risk and uncertainty.  

DBB contracts are unproblematic in following scenarios (Borg, 2011): 

1. The client is experienced and has knowledge of the characteristics and effects of a number of 

technical solutions. 

2. The client can monitor the work and make sure it is done correctly. 
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And in case the client cannot monitor the work, even if a DBB contracts is defined in detail and an 

experienced client should know which factors to monitor, there is another variant of the second 

condition: 

2b. The client can create incentives. 

DBB contracts are rational to use because of the competition that can be created, as more firms are ready 

to perform on a DBB contract compared to DB.  

Borg suggests that the DB procurement form is suitable in three scenarios: 

1. The client is in a hurry to start and finish the project. 

2. In complex designs, where knowledge in earlier stages affects later design. If the design is completed 

prior to project start, redesigning would become necessary increasing costs and delays. 

3. When there are equivalent techniques on the market and in an effort to increase competition, the 

client can let firms that are specialized in different techniques bid on the project.  

When complex goods, hard to specify, are being procured, alterations to the original design are needed 

after the contract is awarded (Bajari et al, 2006). The estimated quantities on which the bids are made are 

usually not equal to the final quantities. If the deviation is large, the parties will need to renegotiate the 

compensation. Only in few occasions have projects been able to be built according to the original design 

documents and specifications (Creedy et al, 2010). These alterations induce two different cost increases, 

production costs for the additional work and adaptation costs beyond production costs of the alteration 

(Bajari et al, 2006). Adaptation costs could be because of: 

 efforts to reorganize workers and material suppliers 

 costs of renegotiating the contract in the form of dispute resolution and  

 opportunistic behavior.  

DB contracts give contractors flexibility because specifications are not too detailed but “create rigidity at the 

interface between client and contractor; as contractors stick to specification, changes required by the client will be very 

expensive” (Floricell & Miller, 2001, p. 453). 

Bajari and Tadelis (2001) argue that neither client nor contractor have any information at the procurement 

phase but they do share uncertainties about changes in the project that occur after the contract is signed. 

Their research suggests that the procurement problem is one of ex post adaptation and not of ex ante 

asymmetry of information. The asymmetry of information becomes of interest after the contract is signed 

and the contractor has more information about costs of changing the initial design.  

2.2.4 Bundling of services 
There is little empirical foundation for the rationale of leaving the design to the contractor and including 

operation/maintenance in contracts (Lind & Borg, 2010).  

A construction company, mostly active during the construction phase, would not have acquired more 

knowledge than the public client and owner, especially regarding techniques and life-cycle costs (Borg, 

2011). The argument of the contractor having more knowledge can thus not be used for procuring with 

DB. Even if the client is not as knowledgeable, the first conclusion is not to use DB contracts. The client 

could easily hire a construction consultant helping with the design. Construction firms also often hire 

external consultants. The risk for moral hazard is larger when the contractor is the one who makes the 

detailed design, choosing a design that has lower investment costs but higher life-cycle costs.   
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Knowledge transfer between the construction unit and the operation/maintenance unit in the firm is not 

necessarily easier than between firms (Lind & Borg, 2010). The construction unit sees the integrated 

project just as any other project except that it “delivers” to another department in the company and not to 

an external buyer. The maintenance unit has little contact with the construction unit and little possibilities 

to influence design. The assumption that a small maintenance unit operating often on a local scale can 

gain knowledge about quality, function and costs can be questioned. This knowledge is much easier to 

acquire by a large national infrastructure authority than a number of competing firms. The public client 

also has larger incentives to research about life-cycle costs and sustainability and once the benefits of a 

technique are proven, instruct the contractors to build according to those specifications. The need for 

sustainability measures is high as the building and real estate industry uses 40% of the energy and materials 

and produces a large share of the waste in Sweden (Ecocycle Council, 2001). 

In one of the few contracts with inclusion of operation and maintenance, when building Norrortsleden, 

the operation and maintenance was 1,4m SEK more expensive than if the STA would have handled it 

internally (Bjerneling & Åberg, 2011). There are also concerns of the quality the facility will have at the 

end of the contract in 15 years and how well the STA’s organization can manage it given the information 

about the facility is now stored in binders at the contractor. The subcontractor used for the operation and 

maintenance is the same as the one STA has contracted for its other areas. 

2.2.5 Performance-based specifications 
Stenbeck (2007) writes of performance-based specifications that they are hard to define. “Aspects embedded 

in the existing detailed designs will be forgotten when converted to more functional language” (Stenbeck, 2007, p. 29).  

The STA has had trouble when procuring a bridge over the railway in Tomteboda (Åkerlund, 2012; 

Bengtsson, 2012). The procurement was appealed against by the losing bidder Bilfinger Berger. The 

administrative court (förvaltningsrätten) decided that the procurement did not allow one bridge as the 

winning bid by Skanska suggested, it had to be two as the initial documents specified. The STA had done 

the assessment that the solution with one bridge was equivalent and appealed against the court decision. 

The court did not try the new appeal and the STA awarded the contract to Bilfinger Berger whose bid was 

the lowest according to the initial documents. Skanska did a new appeal of the contract but the court 

dismissed it. Skanska then appealed to the administrative court of appeal (kammarrätten).  

2.3 Innovation in construction and infrastructure  

2.3.1 Incentives for innovation 

Since invention is a risky business, there is bound to be some discrimination against investment in 

research activities (Arrow, 1962). One way to minimize the risks of research is the conduct of research by 

large firms with many projects going on, each small in scale compared with the net revenue of the 

corporate. Inventive activity is supported by the ability to create property rights, making it underutilized 

from a welfare point of view since other actors cannot utilize it free of charge. The optimal utilization, 

availability free of charge, would on the other hand create no incentives for investments in research.  If 

information is charged, the demand would be suboptimal. Basic research, which is only used as input into 

other inventive activities, is especially unlikely to be rewarded. The commercial value of such research may 

come from the prevention of other firms using it, thus reducing the efficiency of inventive activity in 

general and also reducing the quantity. In a fragmented industry as the construction industry the problem 

of benefits flowing to the public, the competitors and other parts of the economy is more pronounced 

(Brown, 2001). “The risk of innovation leakage and exploitation by competing firms puts pressure on firms to invest for 

quick returns… The result is an under-investment in R&D from the standpoint of overall benefits to society.” (Mainsfield, 

1994 in ibid, p. 1201). 
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For optimal investments in research it is necessary for the government or other agency not governed by 

profit-and-loss criteria to finance it (Arrow, 1962).  

Repeat clients have a direct stake in improving industry performance and continue to benefit over time 

(Manley, 2006). Demanding buyers pressure companies to meet high standards and prod them to 

improve, innovate and upgrade to more advanced segments. If clients are risk-shy, meaning innovation-

incompetent, the innovation potential of the industry will not be realized. In her empirical study, public 

clients had the highest incidence of R&D strategies which reflects the emphasis of the Australian 

government on technical development, a reversal of the downsizing in the 1980/90s. Environmental 

pressure is deemed an important driver of innovation (Bossink, 2004). Client specifications, regulations 

and an innovation demanding market are measures that have driven innovation in different countries.  

A large national client like the STA has to actively work with innovation and increasing quality (Lind & 

Borg, 2010). This is done by e.g. experimenting, sponsoring research or using techniques developed in 

other countries. A large client with large responsibilities cannot sit around and wait for others to innovate. 

Construction firms also have weaker incentives as they engage in diverse projects and cannot afford to 

invest in developing one type of activity. Ultimately, the authors argue, this is a manifestation of what a 

construction company is: one that constructs what others have designed and has an efficient production 

process or if their role is to develop new technologies.  

The STA cannot with today’s procurement laws guarantee the procurement of products even if they 

exceed expectations (Lind & Borg, 2011). Each project is procured separately and the lowest price is often 

a key factor for awarding the contract. There is thus no rationale for construction companies to develop 

new techniques because of the uncertainty of the market.  

2.3.2 Procurement forms enabling innovation 

Several authors (e.g. Gann et al cited in Bossink, 2004; Pakkala, 2002) argue that performance-based 

contracts and bundling of services rather than detailed specifications are more stimulating and progressive 

in driving firms to innovate. Procurement systems that have integrated design and construction functions 

can be more beneficial to construction innovation, by having better design constructability and economy 

(Blayse & Manley, 2004).  

Borg (2011) argues that neither theory nor empirics point to the integration of construction services as the 

solution to the infrastructure industry’s low innovation level. The author argues that contractors have 

difficulties acquiring knowledge about life cycle costs, which the large governmental administration with 

long-term clientship has a better opportunity to. The empirics in her study point to the risk-aversion of 

the contractors, using established techniques even when they have the liberty to chose construction 

techniques. A long-term client should however with the help of technical consultants be able to test new 

techniques and drive technical innovation further. Leiringer (in Borg, 2011) argues that long-term 

contracts (public-private partnerships) do not in itself create better conditions for innovation than DBB or 

DB.  

Priemus (2009) investigates how design and construct (DB) contracts were adopted in a large project 

when building the Dutch high speed railway which connects Amsterdam with Antwerp, Brussels and 

Paris. The article also examines if innovation was stimulated. The high initial bids (the lowest 57% over 

budget) came from consortia consisting largely of the same companies in different compositions.  After 

several years of negotiations, arbitrations etc, so much extra work had been done so that the final price 

was in the region of the first bid. Priemus concludes: “No savings were realised in the costs, there were no gains in 

reducing the time schedule in the preparation or the implementation of the works and the construction and engineering sector 

showed no sign at all of design creativity or innovation.” (ibid, p. 350). 
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In Borg (2011) the interviewed contractors point out the need for tried technical solutions in complex 

systems. They also point out that the collaboration with the client is much easier when using tested 

solutions and materials rather than implementing new techniques. Even if the request of inquiry only has 

general outlines, in practice the known techniques and materials are used, and this because it reduces risk 

for the contractor.  

In his comparison of innovation rates on transportation infrastructure maintenance, Stenbeck (2006) 

writes that the reform of contracting maintenance which was previously done in-house in the Swedish 

Road Administration has stalled technical development. The motive to open up for competition and 

procure with performance contracts was to set creativity free. The client has experienced net savings, but 

these are as a result of personnel cuts. Stenbeck also finds that older equipment and methods have 

sometimes come in use instead of better or equal machinery and methods. The Swedish Road 

Administration had prior to the outsourcing reform several hundred people in technical departments, 

some working solely with technical development. In France, with an in-house policy similar to Sweden’s 

prior to the contracting reform, the technical development has continued. “In France, large governmental bodies 

with technical expertise can develop technology and evaluate proposals from contractors, undertake tests under nondisclosure 

conditions, and, if test results turn out favorably, have authority to change legislation in favor of new technology.” (ibid,  

p. 6).  When France’s innovation program was discontinued due to possible incompliance with EU 

regulation, all innovation stopped (Stenbeck, 2007). Innovations in the construction industry are difficult 

to hide and therefore there are low incentives to develop new techniques that can be copied by 

competitors. France’s program protected the innovation of the companies for some years. Stenbeck 

defines innovation as getting the same quality for a lower price or getting a higher quality at the same 

price.  In his case study where one Swedish design-build-maintenance contract is investigated, the client 

accepted a less complicated design suggested by the contractor instead of his own design. Where the client 

had insisted on the initial design solution, the performance criteria were exceeded when evaluated ten 

years later while the contractor designed parts had settled more than the maximum tolerance.  

Studying the consequences of contracting out routine road maintenance, there were indications – 

slimming organization and no contact between road workers and other development activities - that the 

innovation climate was less favorable (Österberg, 2000). The difference between the private contractors 

and Vägverket Produktion (the Road Administration’s production unit) was that the private contractors 

did not have budgeted means for technical development and development projects were to be financed 

from the ordinary maintenance budget. Österberg concludes that a consequence of this is the lack of 

strategies for technical development which is a very important factor for the rest of society.  

2.3.3 Innovation policy in Sweden 
The Swedish approach to governance of research was to separate it from the universities (Granat 

Thorslund et al, 2005). The state’s motive was to include the industry’s priorities. The large investments in 

infrastructure between WWI and WWII created close relationships between public companies and large 

private manufacturing companies. This included in some case long-term R&D collaboration and the 

creation of “development pairs”, e.g. Vattenfall1 and ASEA2, SJ3 and ASEA and Televerket4 and Ericsson. 

These collaborations were of great importance for the growth of the large companies and the private 

R&D investments of the period. 

In his book on the historic development of infrastructure in Sweden, Arne Kaijser (1994) writes that the 

development of Swedish infrasystems has been successful, seeing as Sweden was a relatively poor and 

                                                      
1 The state-owned power company 
2 Manufacturer of electrotechnical material, today a part of ABB 
3 Swedish State Railways 
4 Public agency responsible for telecommunication in Sweden between 1853-1993 
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sparsely built-up country. The development is attributed to the close collaboration between the state-

owned agencies and domestic companies. Kaijser calls this the “Swedish model”. In the railroad sector 

this was the collaboration between SJ and ASEA for developing the use of electric power and between the 

former and LM Ericsson regarding signal equipment. The government contributed to the industrial 

development as a competent client and development partner and the large companies contributed to the 

development of the government as an advanced provider and developed the government’s technical 

systems (Fridlund, 1999).  

Fridlund (ibid) argues that the collaboration between the state and large companies is characteristic for the 

Swedish development post WWII. It should be seen as one important component of what is generally 

referred to as the “Swedish model” with the welfare state, the institutionalized cooperation of labor 

market parties and consensus politics.  

Similar collaborations between the public and private sector have lead to industrial development in 

countries as Japan, Korea and Taiwan (Fridlund, 1997; 1994).  

The development of the High Voltage Direct Current electrotechnical transmission technology as a result 

of the successful Government Technology Procurement has made the Swedish-Swiss ABB (earlier ASEA) 

one of the most competitive companies in the field and the Swedish government through Vattenfall 

(formerly Swedish State Power Board) a competitor on the European power market with cheap electric 

power (Fridlund, 1997). The collaboration created innovative products for the Swedish power and electro 

power industry (Fridlund, 1994). The government functions as a lead-user which benefits significantly by 

obtaining solutions to their needs in the innovative process of development pairs (Fridlund, 1997). 

Another example is the collaboration between SJ and Siemens/ASEA in using electric power on 

Riksgränsbanan, a radical innovation for increasing the railroad capacity which was crucial for the mining 

industry (Wiklund, 2005). The alternative to the pioneering innovation would have been a more 

conservative development of stronger steam engines.  

The STA’s research and innovation is focused on seven portfolios where the STA long-term sees a gap 

between desired condition and expected development (STA, 2012c, author’s translation): 

1. An energy-efficient transport system 

2. Well-functioning travels and transports in urban areas 

3. Efficient transport chains for industry 

4. Robust and reliable infrastructure 

5. More value for money 

6. The STA a modern authority 

7. Strategic initiatives  

In 2011 the STA invested 446m SEK on transport research which was a clear decrease from what the 

Road and Rail Administration invested on their part but more than what the administrations invested in 

2002 (Swedish Agency for Public Management, 2012). The Road Administration prioritized development 

in a large number of areas and the Rail Administration invested on the railroad systems development, its 

competitiveness, inner efficiency and safety and environmental adaptation. The STA does not see itself as 

a financier but orders research they see a need for (IVA, 2012). The report from The transport research 

investigation (Transportforskningsutredningen) suggested that the authorities with connection to the 

transport sector (the STA, Swedish Maritime Administration, Luftfartsverket and the Swedish Transport 

Agency) should in their instruction include instructions for “financing, ordering, executing, documenting, spreading 

and utilizing research, development, demonstration and commercialization operations within the transport sector that are 

motivated by the respective authority’s tasks and operation targets” (SOU, 2010:74, p. 11, author’s translation). 
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The restructuring of the transport authorities and the liquidated sector responsibility which the former 

authorities had has also liquidated the responsibility for doing research (Swedish Agency for Public 

Management, 2012). According to the STA the research they order should contribute to developing their 

operation. They also state that research is integrated part of the targets set for the administration and not a 

separate operation.  

2.3.4 Partnering and public-private partnerships as an alternative 
Partnering (alliancing and other denominations for collaborative approaches) has been seen as solution to 

the fragmentation of the construction industry and as a way to improve the cost, time and quality of 

construction projects (Bresnen & Marshall, 2000). Partnering is said to decrease the adversarialism in 

projects and allow firms to jointly achieve the objectives of the project. There is however a tension 

between creating trust between clients and contractors and economic reasons which predispose adversarial 

behavior. “In the short term, of course, suppliers or contractors may be willing to absorb any extra costs in order to develop 

or maintain a relationship. However, such an approach may be unsustainable if compensating gains are not forthcoming.” 

(ibid, p. 233).  

The use of public-private partnerships could be seen as a method to produce infrastructure goods while 

dividing the risk between public and private clients (Shaoul et al, 2006). International reviews of the 

performance of those contracts are however skeptical of their benefits (Nilsson & Pyddoke, 2007). 

Exactly the risk-sharing mechanisms does not seem to work as intended from the public client and the 

government ends up with all the costs if things go wrong. The literature is slightly dominated by 

researchers not being able to find empirical evidence for increased efficiency. Critics have also said that 

competition has been weak in public-private partnerships (Hodge & Greve, 2007) as a result of the long 

procurement periods and the high cost of bidding (Nilsson & Pyddoke, 2007). 

The British government’s arguments for private financing and operation of roads despite the greater costs 

were that it would lead to more investments and lower whole-life costs due to risk transfer, greater private 

sector efficiency and innovation (Shaoul et al, 2006). Shaoul et al’s study of eight DBFO road projects 

shows that the whole-life costs would be around twice as large as the calculated net present cost of the 

projects. The concessionaires’ profit margin on income received from the Highway Agency was well over 

60%. The Highway Agency has in six years paid the capital costs of the roads plus most of the operation 

and maintenance costs for the period. In addition to this there may have been changes resulting in 

contract drift.  

The authors’ estimate is that the Highway Agency was paying about a £100 million risk premium on £400 

million construction work (ibid). The Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) have after construction no risks 

apart from an unanticipated rise of operating costs. If “the SPVs have not safeguarded the surplus accruing from 

their revenue stream that has to all intents and purposes been front loaded, then they may have to appeal to the government for 

a bailout, as other failed partnerships such as the Royal Armouries, National Air Traffic Services and the Channel Tunnel 

Rail Link have done before them. In other words, it would be the government that would bear the cost.” (ibid, p. 272).  

2.4 Outsourcing 

The difference between public and private outsourcing is the political influence (Kakabadse & Kakabadse, 

2001). Outsourcing decisions in the public sector are determined by the political process and are not based 

on what is of value to the organization. The government has initiated most of the new procurement forms 

with bundling services (Lind & Borg, 2010). According to the Swedish National Audit Office (2012:14), 

FIA (Förnyelse i anläggningsbranschen [Renewal in the infrastructure industry]) advocated the increased 

use of DB. FIA was formed by the Swedish road and rail administrations and the large construction 

companies and operated for approximately a decade from 2003.  
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In Kakabadse’s and Kakabadse’s (2001) study the public service managers assert that outsourcing has led 

to among others: 

 loss of knowledge and technology and R&D capability 

 lower operational flexibility and effectiveness 

 lost opportunities in terms of recognizing and dealing with organizational and community needs 

 more adversarial relationships between the host organization and suppliers. 

Cost savings from public sector outsourcing have arisen as a result of competition in markets where the 

supply side is developed and has reasonably many potential providers (Kakabadse & Kakabadse, 2000). 

Firms tend to overestimate the benefits from outsourcing external services and/or underestimate 

associated transaction costs (Görzig & Stephan, 2002).  

2.5 The Swedish Transport Administration’s increase of design and build 
procurement 

The government gave the permission in October 2009 to create a committee with the mission to follow 

up and analyze the governmental client’s measures to increase productivity and innovation in the 

infrastructure sector (SOU, 2012:39). The committee presented a number of measures which they 

conclude will increase productivity and drive innovation in the infrastructure sector i.e.: 

 prolong the time between contract signing and work start for more rational production,  

 chose contract forms that promote innovation and productivity,  

 promote competition,  

 use prefabrication and industrial methods etc.  

One of the measures is the proposition to increase the share of DB contracts for investments larger than 

25m SEK and smaller than 500m SEK from in 2011 approximately 13% to: 

 20% in 2012 

 30% in 2013 

 40% in 2014 

By 2018 the procuring method should be well developed and implemented and 50% of the volume should 

be procured with DB. The reasons from the committee for increasing the share of design and build 

procurements are among others detailed design and production are performed faster, cost increase is 

smaller, more flexibility for the constructors, more innovative solutions. The negative aspects mentioned 

are among others cultural and internal resistance, great demands on the client, designers are sometimes 

treated badly, expensive bids, quality control becomes difficult, large DB projects favor large companies, 

healthy competition is needed in order to produce benefits. Risks need to be identified and shared 

appropriately.  

2.5.1 The Swedish National Audit Office’s critique 
The Swedish National Audit Office’s (2012:14) report held strong objections to the presumed benefits of 

DB contracts. According to the office there is lack of empirical support of the benefits of DB. The 

extensive use of DBB has not been wrong. The audit office also criticizes the STA and the government 

for not doing appropriate follow up on projects and contract forms. Considering that DB contracts have 

been used for several decades in Sweden, the procurement form’s performance should have been 

evaluated.  
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The office has investigated which procurement method has led to highest productivity (ibid) and the 

conclusion is that DB projects have not had increased productivity, rather they manifest lower 

productivity but the difference is not statistically significant. Large projects have not had higher 

productivity than smaller ones, indicating that economies of scale have not been achieved. Possible 

reasons as to why DB projects have not manifested the presumed benefits are among others larger risks, 

less competition and difficulties in formulating functional requirements. As a result of this the office 

suggests that smaller procurements are beneficial because more companies can bid on those.  

The office sees limited possibilities for opening contractual restrictions because of degree of restrictions 

already in place when the road and railroad plans are approved (ibid).  

Current evaluation criteria used in tenders and reimbursement contracts means that the competition is put 

out of play once the contract is rewarded (ibid). The contractor can compensate a low bid with additional 

work that will not be exposed to competition.  

In the long run the Swedish National Audit Office (ibid) sees risks of inefficiency because of declining 

quality and higher life-cycle costs as a result of the increasing variation that DB contracts give. The 

Swedish National Audit Office sees also risks of the STA losing their competence and becoming more 

and more dependent on consultants, thus creating private knowledge monopolies which will become 

increasingly difficult to expose to competition in the future. Also the STA sees maintaining competence as 

a challenge because of large retirement attritions and increased competition for labor (STA, 2011). 

The STA writes in a response to the national audit office’s conclusions that the STA is in the process of 

developing methods of working with DB in the right projects to maximize advantages and minimize 

disadvantages (STA, 2012). The STA has had good experiences with DB in road projects and is now in 

the progress of using it in railroad projects. 

2.6 Competition 
The Swedish infrastructure industry is characterized by a few large vertically integrated actors and a 

number of small actors (SOU, 2012:39). The last decades’ acquisitions and fusions have decreased the 

number of medium-sized regional and local actors considerably. The competition with the large national 

actors has however increased with the entrance of several foreign construction companies in the Swedish 

infrastructure market.  

The STA’s goal is to receive at least three bids for every request for bids (Swedish National Audit Office, 

2012:14). This has not been reached in more than half of the requests. The average number of bids in 

road respectively railroad projects is presented in figure 3 and 4 (see next page).  
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  Fig. 3. Average number of bids for road projects. (Source: STA, 2013.) 

 

Fig. 4. Average number of bids on railroad projects. (Source: STA, 2013.) 

The cost of bidding in public procurement is assessed to be around 5-8% of the value of the contract 

according to Bergman and Stake (2013). Spread across the number of bidders, this corresponds to 1,25-

2% of the contract value for each bidder. Their study is based on a representative selection of all Swedish 

public procurements executed in 2007-08 and includes 570 contracts.  
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Fig. 5. The Swedish Road Administration’s procurements: number of proposed bids per company and the probability to win. 

Note: Points with no company name represent more than one company. The point on the vertical axis represents for instance 

all 76 companies that proposed just one bid. (Source: Bergman & Stake, 2013.) 

The study of 1 455 of the Swedish Road Administration’s procurement during the 2000s shows a 

correlation between the number of proposed bids and the chance of winning but the difference is not 

large (ibid), see figure 5. The large companies, Vägverket Produktion, Peab, Skanska and NCC, which each 

proposed around a thousand bids, win with a probability of 25%, whereas smaller companies, with only 

one or a few bids, win with a probability of 20%.  
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Research design 

Research design refers to the framework for data collection and analysis (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2010). The 

research design should be chosen to solve the research problem in the best possible way. There are three 

main classes of research design: exploratory, descriptive and causal. Exploratory design is used when the 

problem is unstructured whereas descriptive and causal design is used when the problem is structured.  

The research design I consider best corresponds to my research question is exploratory design. The 

research problem is rather unstructured and needs to have a flexible research design.  

3.2 Theoretical framework and literature review 

The research question is discussed based on presented theoretical concepts. The analysis draws conclusion 

also based on past described experiences with contract forms. The majority of the cited works are 

published in Anglo-Saxon journals. The ambition has been to understand as many aspects as possible of 

the contract forms and experiences in other countries are deemed valid for the Swedish market as well. 

The Swedish articles and reports have provided with insights about the national market.  

3.3 Research method 

The research method refers to the method of data collection and analysis (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2010).  

The second [knowledge] path, less frequently but equally valid, is to reason from individual and naturally occurring but 

largely uncontrollable observations towards generalizable inductive principle (Bonoma, 1985 cited in Ghauri & 

Gronhaug, 2010, p. 103). 

The quote above explains why I have chosen a qualitative data collection and analysis method for 

investigating my research question. Ghauri and Gronhaug write that qualitative research is appropriate 

when we want to explore and understand a phenomenon in its natural settings (ibid). As stated in the 

purpose of the paper, I want to investigate actors’ view on using DB procurement in large infrastructure 

projects and if the advocated benefits of increasing the DB share of the STA’s procurement can be 

expected.   

These questions, particularly the possible impact of the increased use, are difficult to in this stage 

investigate in a quantitative manner, why qualitative research is chosen. The qualitative research will give 

insightful details, a closer understanding of the project processes and in-depth insight of the use and 

outcome of the DB delivery method (ibid). For inductive and exploratory research, qualitative methods 

are most appropriate as they can give explanations and build hypotheses (ibid).  

3.3.1 Data collection 

Data collection is done through interviews. Other possible approaches for data collection in this study 

could be surveys and case study. Surveys are in this study not suited as they do not allow flexibility and are 

primarily suited for descriptive or causal research (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2010). Case studies are well-suited 

when the phenomenon is hard to investigate outside its natural setting. Case study is however not optimal 

in this study because of the difficulty of drawing conclusions about contracting forms and possible future 

consequences from a small number of cases. The limited time-frame makes the studying of a large number 

of cases impossible. 

The interviews were semi-structured. The use of semi-structured interviews allows for flexibility and the 

interviewees are asked to elaborate on different questions.  
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Interviews were conducted based on prepared questions that slightly altered according to the background 

of the interviewee. Questions were also slightly altered over time as certain themes reoccurred in the 

answers; the last version can be seen in Appendix A. The interviews were conducted at each interviewee’s 

office, with one exception, over a period of five weeks in February-March 2013. The exception being a 

discussion with the lawyers conducted in a public setting. The interviews ranged from half an hour to over 

an hour with the majority of them lasting for approximately an hour. The interviews were organic and 

questions thus varied slightly according to what the interviewees responded on a specific question. 

Client 

representatives (4) 

Contractors (5) Consultants (2) 

 Lawyers (2) 

  Fig. 6. The interview respondents and sample size. 

Some information is also collected from a report that the Stockholm County Council (2012a) has ordered 

as a basis for choosing procurement and business form for the so called modernization of the Hässelby 

subway line. The Stockholm County Council is also a large client of infrastructure and has an annual 

procurement of approximately 12,5bn SEK. (Stockholm County Council, 2012b).  

3.3.2 Sampling 

When choosing subjects for the study one should consider who is involved in the process and who is 

willing to share the information (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2010). For this, a great help has been provided by 

my supervisor Håkan Lundqvist at Sweco Management AB who had a better knowledge of different 

subjects’ involvement in projects and could act as a door-opener for me. The help of my supervisor I do 

not believe has biased the sample in any substantial way. The supervisor’s involvement has been as a result 

of his interest for the industry and its issues. 

I have conducted interviews with thirteen individuals (see figure 1) in ten different occasions, meaning 

that in some interviews there were more than one person present. The interviewees have, with one 

exception, all worked with infrastructure projects in Sweden or abroad for many years. They have also 

worked in different companies over the years. The interviewees are not primarily interviewed as 

representatives of their companies. The purpose has been to understand the processes they are involved in 

and experiences they have had. Thirteen interview objects were also deemed as a sufficient sample as 

multiple representatives from each category were interviewed. The same arguments were repeated in most 

cases by more than one interviewee. This is an indication that similar arguments would have been used by 

other respondents as well, meaning that the sample size was sufficient.  

The interviewees are the following: 

 Client representative 1, a specialist and project manager at the STA, working in the division of Large 

projects where projects over 4bn SEK or highly complex projects are built. 

 Client representative 2, project manager in the Large projects division at the STA. 

 Client representative 3, consultant working with STA on a large infrastructure project as design co-

coordinator. 

 Client representative 4, works with business development at a strategic level in the department of 

Trafikförvaltningen (Traffic administration) at the Stockholm County Council.  

 Contractor 1, business area manager at a large European construction company’s branch in Sweden.  
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 Contractor 2, CEO of one of the large European construction company’s Swedish branch. The 

respondent has prior to this worked as business area manager and project director. 

 Contractor 3, project manager at a large European company’s branch in Sweden. The respondent has 

earlier in his career worked with the public client, as a contractor and also as a consultant. 

 Contractor 4, project manager at a large European company’s branch in Sweden. The respondent has 

worked in the same company but with different tasks and in projects in different countries, mainly 

building tunnels.  

 Contractor 5, project manager at one of the large Nordic company’s branch of tunnel and rock works 

in Sweden. 

 Two lawyers who used to work for the Swedish Road Administration as project lawyers or when 

involved in disputes. They work today as consultants. This interview took more form of a discussion 

so the two’s opinions are not distinguished from one another here.  

 Consultant 1, project manager at a large consultancy firm in Sweden. The respondent has a vast 

experience from both national and international projects. 

 Consultant 2, project manager at a large consultancy firm in Sweden with a long experience from large 

infrastructure projects. 

3.3.3 Validity and reliability 

Validity refers to whether the method used measures what it claims to measure (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 

2010). Reliability refers to the stability of the measure and if the same results would be obtained if the 

research is repeated with the same method and data. The method chosen is valid since the purpose of the 

study is to understand the actors’ view on and experience with DB contracting. The attributes of this 

qualitative research make however a repetition of the study nearly impossible. The respondents’ vast 

experience and knowledge of the infrastructure sector is however a safeguard of validity. Anonymity was 

also offered for ethical reasons and to ensure honesty.  

External validity refers to the extent the findings can be generalized to particular persons, settings or times 

(ibid). The generalization of the findings should be quite good as different actors from the infrastructure 

sector are interviewed and have given their view on issues discussed. The contractors interviewed do not 

have the largest market shares in the Swedish infrastructure market but their bias should in any case lean 

towards large companies as they operate in several countries. The findings could be generalized to the 

entire Swedish market with the conditions discussed, since the study has not had a particular place or 

setting in focus.  

All respondents in the study are male. This could pose a threat to external validity but the literature 

sources show no sign of gender bias in the discussion itself. The sample is most likely a reflection of the 

male dominance in the industry. The age of the respondents has been more diverse but the majority of 

them are over 50 years old.  

To ensure reliability, the respondents were interviewed based on the same questions. The in-depth 

interviews could highlight the respondents’ positions and arguments and counter-arguments could be 

made. The respondents’ opinions on the matters are based on broad experience and should not be 

affected by any random occurrence. Based on this, their opinions are assessed to be consistent for a 

period of time and thus reliable.  

Notes were taken during the interviews. The majority of interviews were also recorded to ensure a more 

reliable interpretation of the responses. Summaries were done the same or next day and sent to the 

respondents for approval. In some cases follow-up questions were also asked.  
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4 Empirics 
In this chapter findings from the interviews are presented. Findings from a report from the Stockholm County Council 

(2012a) are also presented. See the methodology chapter for more information on the data collection method in this study and 

the interview respondents. Where the term “respondent” or “interviewee” is used, it refers to the person mentioned immediately 

before. 

4.1 Choosing procurement form for a construction project 

Most interviewees regardless of affiliation say that the procurement form should be chosen based on the 

existing conditions in the project.  

Smaller parts where the STA wants a certain design on water and sewer, power electronics and lightning 

or wants coherency with adjacent parts, the administration procures with DBB even if the rest of the 

contract is DB. DB should according to client representatives and consultants not be used if the project is 

not well-defined according to norms and regulations, where conditions are not clear and where the clients 

realized changes will become necessary.  

According to them, it is even more important to enter a DB than a DBB contract with the right 

prerequisites because in the latter there are documents which regulate how risks can be handled in 

different ways with predetermined prices. Things difficult to define should not be put on the contractor as 

s/he will only price the risk and will also try to get paid during construction and thus the risks are paid 

twice. Consultant 1 says procurement based on poor and unclear documents and a market situation where 

prices are pressed leads to more disputes and the project getting considerably more expensive than if the 

claims were not fought. “If you have too many unknown factors in a project, you cannot procure with DB. It’s like 

asking for trouble” (Consultant 1, author’s translation).  

Contractors 3 and 4 are currently working on a large infrastructure project in central Stockholm on a 

contract worth 900m SEK. The contract is DB but contains DBB parts. Parts that were fixed price have 

been changed to unit price reimbursement for ground works, blasting and tunnel repair.  The change of 

contract required a lot of time and resources and disturbed production but was deemed necessary. 

Contractor 3 does not believe DB is suitable in projects in urban areas with so many influences. According 

to the contractor the municipality of Stockholm introduced changes every week which affected the 

production. Contractor 4 thinks that DB could work even in central area if things are worked out in 

advance. The respondent believes one can have a good knowledge of geology and if the client spends 

more time and consulting before starting, conditions could be sufficiently described for a DB project even 

when the project is large.  

The view on costs in DB projects compared to DBB differs. Client representative 1 believes the market 

situation is determinant for bids and costs and it fluctuates differently for different types of work. Client 

representative 2 believes that unless the client is knowledgeable, DB projects will get more expensive as 

the client is in the hands of the contractor. 

4.2 Specifications on design and build projects 

Most of the interviewees think that the STA has specified execution to a large degree even in DB projects. 

Contractors would like to have fewer contractual limitations. Today the execution is prescribed down to 

geometry and material choices. Client representative 1 claims that the reason for the prescribed design in 

DB projects is the amount of factors needed to be controlled, which would make those projects better 

suited for the DBB delivery form. 

The use of functional requirements is only limited according to study participants. Contractor 2 thinks 

contractors would like more functional requirements but is not sure if they can work with that today. 
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Contractor 2 says in DB projects where the contractor has construction responsibility and the possible 

changes are limited are not difficult to manage but projects with more freedom degrees would require a 

learning period with a couple of projects to understand what functional demands imply. 

Client representatives claim that formulating demands in functional terms is difficult. The current 

requirement specifications are based on 100 years of experiences. The STA today lacks established 

methods of verifying functional demands even though those exist. Reformulating demands for projects 

investigated for 10-20 years is difficult, says client representative 1.  

In the report of the Stockholm County Council (2012a) the contractors were positive about being 

involved early in the project but were negatively disposed when asked explicitly about working in a DB 

contract. Client representative 4 understands their position partly as a result of how DB contracts have 

been used in the past where the client has made too many specifications.  

4.3 Increasing the use of design and build  

Client representative 1 believes that DB projects will increase the costs of society in the long-term as more 

operations are run in order to generate profit. The respondent does not think the market is always better 

at producing things at lower costs. “If you compare for example snow clearance today with 30-40 years ago when it 

was done internally, today it is cleared only according to the contract and there are failures with procurements because it is too 

complicated to write contracts and the citizens can’t get through” (Client representative 1, author’s translation).  

Client representative 4 says that the structure of the Traffic administration has changed and that the 

organization does not necessarily have enough knowledge and resources to handle design and that the 

market could very well be better at suggesting technical solutions. The respondent thinks the 

administration has the competence to evaluate the suggested solution. One of principles of the Traffic 

administration’s business strategy is to transfer risk to contractors. 

Client representative 1 thinks a better directive than the STA’s current of increasing the share of DB 

projects would have been to choose procurement form on better grounds than today. This would decrease 

costs according to the respondent. Consultant 2 does not see the goal of 50% DB projects in 2018 as a 

clever goal. According to the respondent, measured goals result only in goals that are easily measured are 

met while others are not fulfilled.  

One effect consultant 1 sees is the standardization of facilities and less focus on aesthetics but he thinks 

costs will decrease. Consultant 1 also thinks that design will be bought more as a semi manufactured 

product from other parts of the world and will only be finished with the last details in Sweden.  

4.3.1 Operation and maintenance 

Some client representatives and consultants believe that the increased use of DB will lead to decreasing 

quality, more variations and more expensive maintenance. The short guarantee periods allow, according to 

the STA representatives, facilities to fulfill demands while being difficult to use afterwards. STA 

representatives have already seen higher maintenance costs as a result of DB. “One example is when we drew a 

DB document with rum divisions and thought it could be done with a walled or concrete construction but instead it was done 

with tent canvas” (Client representative 2, author’s translation). Client representative 5 disagrees and believes 

quality can be assured by formulating demands. The guarantee periods also assure quality.  

Contracts where the contractor has maintenance responsibility  for a certain period is seen as a quality 

assurance by most interviewees as it lifts focus from meeting demands stated in the contract to completing 

a manageable object. The number of companies that could enter such a contract is however limited. 

Contractor 2 says the company would contract the same subcontractor as the STA and it would not 

influence the design. 
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4.3.2 Competition 

Competition is low according the client representatives and most interviewees but it has improved with 

the entrance of foreign contractors.  

In the infrastructure project where client representatives 2 and 3, contracts range from 15m SEK to 1,5bn 

SEK. The competition would have been very low had not the STA managed to attract foreign contractors. 

Low competition was evidenced in Södra länken and also on the current largest projects. In the largest 

one, with a contract sum of 1,26bn SEK, there were two bids which are much too few according to the 

client representatives. The winning bid was 20% lower than the second one which they deem is a large 

difference. In another procurement the STA got initially no bids. After sizing down requirements and 

removing DB parts, five bids were received. The large contracts with low competition were procured 

mainly with DB and some rock works contracts were procured with DBB. Client representatives 2 and 3 

say that if there are few freedom degrees, DBB will grant better competition. 

DB procurement demands more of the contractors the interviewees say. Already at the design stage they 

have to put resources in preliminary design which the small and medium-sized companies cannot motivate 

doing. Client representatives see other solutions, like decreasing the size of the contracts and be more 

active as clients, working with construction management where the client coordinates the work. 

Decreasing contract size would however create interfaces and difficulties in fixing boundaries. Consultant 

1 says that if contractors can assume low competition, they can overcharge. The respondent believes there 

are today five or six companies today that can manage projects over 1bn SEK. 

Some contractors do however say that smaller companies are disadvantaged regardless of procurement 

form when project size increases. Others claim that the sole responsibility of design is a barrier to smaller 

companies even if they would execute the work itself. Contractor 1 says that because they are not awarded 

all projects, the contractors have will have to charge the bidding cost of former procurements to their next 

awarded project.  

Most contractors interviewed believe that the initial bids on DB projects will be higher because of the 

design effort and risk absorption but that the total costs will decrease. Contractor 3 does not think DB 

projects will be cheaper but because of the shortening of the process, it will be more beneficial from a 

national economy perspective. 

4.4 Knowledge and investments in projects and research 

According to client representative 1 the STA has a vast experience and knowledge and can motivate 

spending resources on development as that knowledge can be used in subsequent projects. The private 

contractors have more limited knowledge and cannot motivate spending resources in a project that they 

perhaps only execute once. 

Most interviewees see STA as a knowledgeable client but while some see them improving because of 

handling more and more projects, others see a generational shift in the industry and other factors 

contributing to the organization’s loss of knowledge. Most interviewees see however the knowledge as 

largely individual-dependent. The lawyers say there seems to be poor follow-up of the projects in ways 

that could give gains for future projects, instead the involved people just move on to the next project.  

Client representatives believe that the STA will lose knowledge and continuity if they use more DB 

contracting. The organization will be dependent on buying islands of knowledge from consultants to 

formulate demands. They will not function as knowledge bearers between projects and have only limited 

knowledge why quality will suffer when only stated demands in the contracts are met.  
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Contractor 5 thinks on the other hand that today’s design process is inefficient and that the STA does not 

gain knowledge from managing it. The respondent is critical of the STA using the middle hand, the 

consultants, and thinks they should have their own competent personnel to manage the design.  

Client representatives say that today’s public procurement laws (Lagen om offentlig upphandling (LOU) 

and Lagen om upphandling inom områdena vatten, energi, transporter och posttjänster (LUF) in Swedish) 

do pose a challenge for efficient procurement. Client representatives 2 and 3 say that the STA currently 

cannot make and verify functional demands for DB procurement according to the public procurement 

laws. Client representative 1 says that public procurement inhibits them from procuring the most suitable 

consultant or contractor when the dominating factor of evaluation is lowest price or price per hour.  

4.5 Risk allocation and cost disagreements 

Client representatives hope to see new methods and solutions or at least better adaptation to the 

companies’ production when using DB. Contractors see the same possibilities but warn also that the 

procurement form is more risky. Contractor 1 is not sure the project economy would be better in a DB 

project. According to the interviewee contractors who are overly enthusiastic about DB and fixed price 

contracts have not understood the risks. This would mean that the designers also have to start taking 

responsibility and risks. Other contractors believe that transparency of risks is most important, regardless 

of how they are distributed. Most of the interviewees see the current risk distribution between the STA 

and contractors, e.g. the client has the risk of ground conditions and geology, as reasonable and 

transparent. 

The report that the Stockholm County Council ordered as basis for their procurement of the 

modernization of the Hässelby line states that the more extensive the procured packages are, the more 

synergy can be created between components. This also reduces interfaces. Dividing the packages based on 

the component’s distinctive character and location can however be preferable because it enables fewer 

subcontractors and therefore lower risk premiums. The report states that the optimal risk allocation is for 

the contractor to bear the largest risks. The risk analysis identified risks with an expected value of 193m 

SEK in the project. 56% of those risks are indicated to be transferred to the contractors by procuring with 

DB or performance-based contracts. The indicated life-cycle cost of the project is with DB 5 049m SEK 

and with DBB 4700m SEK. The statistical outcome is however narrower in DB compared to DBB 

(4 491-5 606m SEK compared to 3816-5666m SEK). The report states however that the data used for the 

calculations is very limited from an empirical perspective.  

One procurement form is not seen as generating more disputes and cost disagreements than the other.  

Most client representatives, consultants and contractors say that the client cannot buy themselves free of 

risks. Consultants believe this will only lead to higher prices. Whereas contractors state that if conditions 

differ, it is natural there to be claims of additional payment. Client representative 2 and 3 say that when 

clients have tried putting more responsibility, it has resulted in many disputes.  

Contractor 5 believes that a more optimal form of working is partnering, open books and a separate risk 

evaluation. Today those contractors who have done a fair assessment of risks are not awarded the 

contract, instead it goes to those who speculate on risks, according to the respondent.  

Well-defined projects with low risks can be procured with DB but large infrastructure projects with large 

risks should not, says client representative 1. This is the traditional risk allocation, according to the 

respondent, and it is reasonable.  

Most contractors say they want to be involved early in projects to be able to handle and eliminate risks. 

They believe most risks can be calculated and they can make buffers for them in the project.  
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Client representative 4 says not being able to control the time process is a risk in DB. The risk of appeal is 

one that neither party can control. The interviewee believes one reason for the large share of DBB 

contracts is the difficulty of controlling the decision process which makes it difficult to handle changes 

and too expensive to transfer risks. The client representative thinks contractors should at least take 

production and operative risks. The client could take risks that they value lower and vice versa. 

4.5.1 Additional costs 

The STA has on occasion changed contract form from DB to DBB or reimbursed with cost plus when 

the contractor did not risk more fines even if they delayed the project with several years. Consultant 1 says 

the client has changed to DBB parts in a DB contract in Norra station because there were uncertainties on 

how to build. This was done to avoid additional costs. The lack of competition would otherwise generate 

other prices than at procurement. Client representative 1 believes DBB procurement generates less 

additional costs than DB because more risks are regulated in the former contract.  

Both consultant 1 and client representatives 2 and 3 believe that the quality of design and documents is a 

large source of additional costs.  

Competition and low pricing is seen by the consultants and client representatives as a source of 

disagreements as contractors will try to find things in the documents that can generate more payment. 

Contractor 1 believes it will lead to closer scrutiny of contracts. The leap from today to 50% DB and fixed 

price for design is large, the respondent assesses. Also the designers will start pricing risks. Contractor 1 

believes the market will quickly learn to guard itself and the eventual initial price decrease will be 

dissipated quickly. Consultant 1 says that the recession when building Södra länken generated more 

disputes while it has been much better on Norra länken but the prices have also been higher. Changes by 

the client and interpretations of documents, primarily geotechnical ones, are also seen as sources of 

disputes. 

4.6 Innovation in design and build 

Contractors think the technical ideas for improvement usually come from them and they think an earlier 

contractor involvement is better for innovation. Contractor 3 says that they have had experience in a 

project where the complete documents handed over to them did not fit their mould system and they had 

to change the design. He thinks there are probably more similar lost innovation possibilities. Contractors 

also see inertia in the STA approving new methods. The norms and technical descriptions could be 

inhibiting, client representatives say, but there is also security in them. They point out that contractors’ 

knowledge should be more utilized and could be done in partnering contracts. 

The company where contractor 3 and 4 work has used methods not custom in Sweden but also learned 

new ones from the Swedish market.  The company has a R&D department developing new methods. 

Contractor 4 sees R&D as a prerequisite for the company’s development.  

Low profit rates are seen as possible explanation to the low investments in R&D. Contractor 4 says the 

method they develop has to be efficient long-term and not just for one project. Contractor 3 says that 

contractors are forced to be innovative if they have calculated wrong. They believe it would be a good idea 

to have incentives and partnering in projects, sharing the savings in both time and money.  

The lawyers say that contractors will not be innovative without getting paid and that the amount of DB 

procurement will not necessarily influence that. They also question whether there is large room for 

innovation in infrastructure constructions, considering that the facilities’ basic functions have not 

changed. They question whether infrastructure projects are suited for a share of 50% DB.  
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STA representatives do not see great use of new methods and materials from contractors and believe they 

are very risk-averse. They are also inhibited by the market, as it cannot guarantee it will buy the product 

even if it is superior. Client representative 1 believes that the STA’s ability to bear risk also allows them to 

be more innovative in DBB than contractors would be in DB projects. When the STA contacted TBM 

manufacturers for using a machine when building Stockholm Bypass, the latter did not have a machine 

with a diameter of 16,5 m for boring in hard rock. To develop it the STA was demanded for 500m SEK in 

development costs and was not guaranteed the machine would work.  

Client representatives also see difficulties in choosing between methods. In Norra länken the client 

thought of using one technique (top down driving of piles) but it was not prescribed. One of the bids 

suggested the method and was also the lowest but the competing contractor claimed the method would 

not work and was ready to appeal against the decision.  

Client representative 4 says DB should in theory rend more innovation as the Traffic administration no 

longer has knowledge of technical development. The increased use of DB could be one of several ways to 

try disrupt the existing structures according to the respondent.  

4.6.1 Incremental and radical development 

Both clients and contractors believe the contractors are innovative in production technique. The 

incentives contractor 2 sees are to produce more efficiently than the competitors. Contractor 2’s company 

has now a pilot project for implementing visual planning in production because there is efficiency 

potential there. For greater developments, where new solutions are found, a more collaborative approach 

is necessary. Otherwise the risks of introducing more revolutionary methods become too large for the 

contractors. Consultant 2 believes development should be done gradually, with the “tyranny of the small 

steps”. Interviewees, regardless of affiliation, generally agree that the public client needs to take 

responsibility for development and innovation. Contractor 2 believes the market will only produce things 

already tried and dismissed by the STA if the latter does not take responsibility for innovation and 

development. 

Consultant 2 believes DB can produce new solutions when there are conditions for it and limited 

restrictions but in complex projects DB is a subpar choice as contractors will be very adversarial. The 

respondent sees time pressure and lack of and late necessary decisions as obstructing a good process. 

Shortsightedness is another inhibitor to innovation, according to him. 

Contractor 5 thinks innovation is inhibited by too many detailed demands and locked specifications early 

in projects. One of their suggestions for improving the working environment, when the company was 

building a safety tunnel in Norra länken, required larger tunnel area but that demand sparked discussion. 

There are, according to the contractor, no economical incentives for being innovative but innovation is 

needed in order to stay competitive. Today, alternative solutions are not accepted and new solutions are 

only possible in DB contracts.  
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5 Analysis 
The analysis chapter discusses the findings from the empiric chapter related to the theoretical framework and literature review. 

The chapter also includes reflections and limitations of the study. 

5.1 Current use of design and build 

As presented both in the literature and pointed out in the interviews, not only the procurement form but 

also the reimbursement form is important to the project process. I have in the analysis assumed that in 

DB projects unit prices are used as fixed price for other than limited parts is rare in the Swedish market. 

In some cases also cost plus reimbursement has been used. Without including the reimbursement form in 

the analysis important aspects are not discussed. The practice of having both unit prices and cost plus 

could be seen as a way to limit the need for renegotiations on those parts that are not or cannot be fully 

specified ex ante contract signing (Bajari & Tadelis, 2001; Whittington & Dowall, 2009). The conditions 

outlined under the purpose are applied in the analysis. 

The distinction between DB and DBB is not as large as the actors would like it to be. The reasons for this 

are different depending on who you ask. The clients state they need to give detailed specification to get 

the object they want while some of the contractors see it as a way of the client to keep excessive control. 

The contractors would like less contractual restrictions than in their current projects. The question is 

however if it is possible for contractors to have control with today’s process with road and railroad plans 

which are decided upon years prior to procurement and building. In those, ownership issues are worked 

out which might not allow the contractor to build with looser restrictions as some of them have 

expressed.  

Some of the contractors wish to have more functional requirements and less contractual restrictions while 

others believe that kind of contract is more demanding if projects are large and complicated. The 

difference is large between a functional procurement and today’s procurement where the contractor has 

construction responsibility with only limited possibilities of change. At least, an adaptation period of some 

projects would be necessary.  

Public procurement is also limited to the extent it can give functional requirements. Firstly, the STA 

representatives claim that they do not have a compiled database of functional requirements even if those 

exist. They also lack methods to evaluate how and if those demands are met. Secondly, to avoid the 

principal/agent problem (Whinch, 2011; Estache et al, 2009) and assure quality, client representatives state 

they need to make more specific demands and not just functional ones.  

Contractors believe the legal framework allows greater control for contractors than the STA allows in 

their contracts. The difficulty of these issues is however presented in the court case where the 

administrative court decided that awarding the contract for an equivalent solution was not legal (Åkerlund, 

2012; Bengtsson, 2012). Detailed requirements decrease the arbitrariness of tender evaluations and thus 

also the risk for appeals. 

Client representatives with experience of DB contracts cannot see any sub optimization of the quality of 

work performed in DB contracts. They do not think it differs from DBB projects. One possible reason is 

that the STA has detailed demands and the two procurement forms do not differ substantially as discussed 

above.   

Some contractors, client representatives and consultants question whether contractors can handle larger 

parts of the project when being involved earlier in the process. The lack of control over the planning and 

decision making process is a large problem. Most contractors, except the largest ones, would likely not 
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want to take the risk of the early planning process. The early involvement of companies could on the 

other hand reduce competition as it creates “lock-in” effects for the client (Whittington & Dowall, 2009).  

The interviewed contractors all work in large multinational companies even if some of them just recently 

entered the Swedish market. They do however still see a complexity in planning a large infrastructure 

project. They maintain the client has to have a more leading role on e.g. coordination with other parties 

and the planning process. Unfamiliarity with the market and lack of resources in Sweden could be one 

reason for their views but all but one interviewee have worked in Sweden their entire careers and would 

presumably know the market. The lack of resources would reflect the difficulty of smaller companies to 

execute parts of or entire complex and large projects.  

5.1.1 Conditions for efficient design and build projects   
A view in both literature and in the interviews on when DB should be used as the procurement method is 

when conditions and prerequisites are clear and well-defined and changes will not be necessary. This is 

predominantly expressed from client representatives and consultants but also from contractors. Some of 

the client representatives and consultants question whether large infrastructure projects are suited to be 

procured with DB to a large extent.  

Clearly physically defined projects are judged as suitable; for instance engineering structures excluding rail, 

electrical, signaling and telecommunication parts. From a transaction cost perspective this is because 

harmonizing incentives post contract signing is deemed difficult in a market with both bounded rationality 

and opportunism (Williamson, 1981; Whittington & Dowall, 2006). The complexity of the projects adds 

to the bounded rationality (Baccarini, 1996; Bajari & Tadelis, 2001). Differentiation and interdependency 

of organizations and technology are factors of complexity (Baccarini, 1996).  

Interviewees see complexity where the client is not sure what is to be built, there is a lot of intersecting 

traffic, the location of cables and pipes as well as foundation conditions are uncertain, there is an array of 

interested parties, etc. These are mainly attributes of building a new facility in an urban area. In these 

cases, the majority of the respondents assesses that a DB contract is not an efficient way of performing 

work. Client representatives, consultants and lawyers believe this will lead to opportunistic behavior from 

contractors when necessary changes are induced. Uncertainty will contribute to higher risk premiums and 

higher costs. When the government is the one to bear the risk, it can choose productivity over ability to 

bear risk when it procures (Arrow, 1962). Contractors view the disturbance of production and adaptation 

costs of negotiations and reorganization as the largest problem.  

There is a discrepancy in the responses regarding what is considered a large and complicated project, some 

seeing road construction outside of urban areas as easy regardless of the magnitude. The factor most 

interviewees see as difficult to handle is thus not magnitude but organizational and technological 

differentiation and interdependency.  

In cases where interfaces have been unclear, the client has deemed it rational to design it themselves. The 

idea of the “incomplete contract” (Williamson, 1981; Bajari & Tadelis, 2001; Whittington & Dowall, 2006) 

is very present in infrastructure projects. The respondents claim that the only certainty in construction 

projects is that it will be different than expected which is supported by literature (e.g. Creedy et al, 2010). 

This makes renegotiations and price adjustments necessary which produces delays and therefore 

adaptation costs (Bajari et al, 2006). Changing conditions also seems to be a source of price adjustments 

and in some cases leading to disputes. Contractors say that clients need to realize that when conditions 

differ from what was stipulated, there will be price adjustments. The need for renegotiation is lower in 

DBB because the client has the design responsibility and pays according to prespecified unit prices even if 

quantities and work differ or are added. More risks are regulated in this procurement form, suggesting that 

this type of contract is more complete. Contractors criticize the client for failing to stick to earlier 
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conditions and order changes mid-project. This is a dividing line for clients and contractors as they both 

want to be able to change and influence the process and try to find the suitable ways in the contract forms 

to do so. 

To the argument that DB is not efficient in complex settings adds the fact that the STA has in occasions 

switched from DB to DBB mid-project or switched reimbursement to cost plus. This means the public 

client cannot rid themselves of the risks in a project. The STA does however see problems with the 

division of reimbursement form for different parts in one contract as control of interfaces becomes 

difficult.  

5.2 Consequences of increasing the use of design and build  
The government’s direction for the increased use of DB was not based on empiric or systematic 

evaluations of the benefits of DB procurement over DBB (Swedish National Audit Office, 2012:14). 

Client representatives believe there should have been a directive for better evaluation before choosing 

procurement form.  

The Stockholm County Council report (2012a) shows that even when life-cycle costs are assessed to be 

higher with DB, the evaluation is made in its favor. The reason for this is shifting risks to the contractor. 

The question is however if the public client can effectively shift risks to the contractors. Some of the 

clients do not render it efficient to outsource risk as it results in higher costs if those unable to bear risk 

are forced to assume it. Evaluations of British public-private partnerships, contract forms which are said 

to have an efficient risk-sharing, have shown that the cost of outsourcing risk has been very high (Shaoul 

et al, 2006).  

None of the actors see DB exclusively as a solution to the industry problems, the supposedly low 

productivity and low innovation (SOU, 2012:39; Swedish Agency for Public Management, 2012). There 

are however degrees of how positive the respondents are regarding greater volumes of DB. The 

contractors have a more positive view of DB projects, with some of them seeing only advantages, allowing 

active design and simultaneous design and production. Others are however skeptical to the benefits of 

increasing the use of DB and fixed price design. The different interviewees have also had different 

experiences with DB, some working with them in many occasions (mainly client representatives and 

consultants) while other have only worked on occasion in a DB project.  

Client representatives believe quality will be affected negatively or that projects will become more 

expensive in the future if outsourcing to the market is done for the “wrong reasons”. The “wrong 

reasons” are understood as believing that: 

 contractors will assume the risks of the project 

 the process being easier than in DBB procurement 

 there will be automatic savings in time and money 

Client representatives state that both procurement forms are successful when used to the “right reasons”, 

in the case of DB being a limited work with clearly defined interfaces. 

5.2.1 Outsourcing and client competence 
The parties think it is of utter importance to have a knowledgeable client. If the client loses knowledge 

and competence due to outsourcing and organization trimming, this would mean a growing difficulty in 

managing projects. Outsourcing leads according to the literature to knowledge loss and less R&D 

capability (Kakabadse & Kakabadse, 2001; Manley, 2006).  The Swedish National Audit Office (2012:14) 

predicts exactly this scenario and some of the client representatives believe so will be the case if the use of 

functional demands and outsourcing of design management becomes the dominant practice. A large 
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number of interviewees across all parties have expressed that DB projects require an even more 

knowledgeable client than DBB projects to assure quality. The limited client involvement could also 

influence their ability to make correct and timely decisions. The opinions differ however on whether the 

STA has lost knowledge while the Traffic administration’s employee states that their organization 

probably does not have any specific knowledge of building methods and techniques. He does think that 

the organization has the knowledge to evaluate different bids. The difficulties of evaluations are however 

expressed in the court case presented above and in the example from the STA where one of the bidders 

maintained the technique the STA approved would not work. In that case the client was able to make an 

informed decision.  

The STA, as a large organization, could naturally hire consultants to make these decisions but the 

dependency on external knowledge could lead to efficiency loss in the long-term which of course is 

undesired from a socioeconomic perspective.  

5.2.2 Competition  
According to the Swedish National Audit Office (2012:14) the STA’s projects have not expressed 

economies of scale. This is also the observation from one of the client representatives. The DB 

procurement form eliminates companies who cannot take responsibility for design or do not have the 

ability to manage design in a large and complex project. Those companies would by 2018 be excluded 

from bidding on many of the STA’s projects. If they work as subcontractors, the overall project risks 

premiums would likely increase. Even if companies have the ability to manage design, there is a limit to 

how many projects they can simultaneously bid on. The bidding itself becomes a risk factor and the 

transaction costs could be substantial. Bergman and Stake (2013) assess it to be around 1,25-2% of the 

contract value for each bidder. The bidding costs of DB are also higher according to respondents and 

literature. The efficiency of a process where each contractor has to invest in design prior to contract can 

be discussed. 

The cost of bidding means the largest companies will be increasingly favored leading to a larger 

concentration of the market. The research of Bergman and Stake (2013) also shows correlation between 

number of bids from each company and their probability to win. If companies understand competition is 

low, they are more likely to overcharge. The counter argument from some of the contractors is that the 

process still will be more efficient because of the contractors’ ability to design and produce more 

efficiently. The efficiency of DB over DBB has however not had sufficient empirical support (Swedish 

National Audit Office, 2012:14). Reasonably many potential providers are necessary for cost savings when 

outsourcing (Kakabadse & Kakabadse, 2000) and the competition in the Swedish infrastructure market is 

still seen by respondents as low even if it has improved. 

The overall level of competition has been fairly consistent over the last few years, with number of bidders 

for road projects between 3 and 4 and railroad projects between 2 and 3 (STA, 2013). The Swedish 

National Audit Office found that in more than half of the STA’s procurements, the goal of three bids was 

not reached. The entrance of foreign contractors could however have increased the competition on the 

large projects. Examples in this study show low competition on the largest contracts. The STA did for 

example first receive zero bids for a large DB project before sizing down requirements and removing 

some of the DB parts. Afterwards they received five bids. For their largest contract in Norra länken, they 

received only two bids with a 20% price difference which suggests competition was not sufficient.  

Regardless the lack of evidence that DB projects outperform DBB projects, some interviewees from client 

organizations and contractor companies believe that the new approach could help disrupt the established 

behavior in the infrastructure industry. The argument is that the client needs to let go of their control in 
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order to enable other ways of working. The procurement form is however not new to the Swedish market. 

How a successive increase over a few years would affect behavior is uncertain.  

5.2.3 Risk distribution 
The majority of industry participants seems to be pleased with the risk distribution that exists today which 

they, with exceptions, find reasonable. A change in the risk allocation is mostly seen as producing 

unwanted results, i.e. difficulties of bearing risks and higher risk premiums.  

As respondents have stated, the resources spent on producing bids for DB projects can raise prices since 

the contractors will not get every contract they bid for. This means the resources spent will have to be 

covered in the contracts they do get. If fixed price for design is used, the consultants will also have to 

consider risk. The Swedish National Audit Office (2012:14) identified the increased risks as one of the 

factors behind DB not showing higher productivity than DBB. 

5.2.4 Innovation in infrastructure 

There are no clear indications according to the empirics and literature review in my study that the 

increased use of DB will affect innovation and technical development positively. Foreign contractors have 

in some cases used methods not custom in Sweden but in most cases they seem to work with Swedish 

consultants.  

The literature review shows signs of disappointment from clients in the degree to which innovation has 

been driven in DB projects (Priemus, 2009; Bjerneling & Åberg, 2011). Contractors and consultants stress 

that the client needs to pay more if contractors are to have incentives of being innovative. There is critique 

from contractors against today’s assessment of bids where only the most aggressive bids can win. The low 

margins in the infrastructure sector are seen as one of the factors not favoring innovation. The large 

volumes in the sector could on the other hand still produce large profits. An increase in prices does not 

guarantee higher levels of innovation.  

The efficiency of innovation to the expense of increased overall prices can also be debated. Inventive 

activity is risky (Arrow, 1962). Theory says that if innovation is to be done for profit-maximizing reasons, 

investments will not be optimized (ibid; Brown, 2001). The government, which is a superior risk bearer, is 

better suited to finance research. Few firms could motivate the high development costs that the STA was 

asked to contribute with for the request for a larger TBM. The STA could however motivate it if they 

could use the same equipment in several projects. Since the STA is the biggest actor in the market, the 

likelihood of them having use for new equipment and technology is much larger than for a single 

company.  

The industry should benefit from having a strategy for innovation and technological development. There 

seems currently to be a lack of a clear innovation and research strategy for the infrastructure sector after 

the authorities’ liquidated sector responsibility (SOU, 2010:74). The Transport research investigation 

proposes that the transport authorities share responsibility for financing, executing and utilizing research, 

development, demonstration and commercialization (SOU, 2010:74).  

The respondents acknowledge the contractor companies to be innovative in production and logistics but 

the industry should benefit from having a clear strategy of areas to improve and also focus on how the 

industry’s negative environmental impact can be reduced. The STA should as a long-term owner have 

better insights in methods’ and materials’ impact on environment than a single contractor (Borg, 2011) 

and the need for improvements in this sector are huge (Ecocycle Council, 2001). Gradual optimization 

should not be enough for addressing the large impact of the building industry on the environment. It does 

need much more focus than so.  
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If firms are to be innovative, they need to be able to gain from the development long-term. Today’s 

procurement can on the other hand not guarantee that. Even if firms are innovative, the utilization is not 

optimal as it cannot be used by other firms free of charge. Whereas larger parts of the industry should 

benefit from technical development financed by the government.  

The public client’s role 

The literature review suggests that the public client has an important part in driving innovation, either by 

having a R&D department of their own or funding external research. The contractors do say that they 

need innovation to stay competitive but stress that their innovation is mostly concerned with production 

and logistics. Finding new solutions and developing methods - meaning other than logistic or production 

optimization - they say, need to be developed in collaboration with the client and consultants. They also 

say that the client needs to take the lead in these matters, which the client representatives agree with. The 

majority of client representatives, consultants and lawyers do not believe DB will mean greater innovation 

levels in the industry.  

The majority of respondents, regardless affiliation, do not think the public client can rely on the market 

driving innovation. This relates also to what Lind and Borg (2010) write, if firms are to be concerned with 

production or innovation. One contractor believes that if the market is to take the responsibility for 

research and development, this will only lead to different contractors trying things that the STA already 

dismissed. Client representatives and consultants judge the inclusion of more radical innovative features in 

DB projects as is hoped for, as too risky for the contractors to do.  

The same motives as for increasing the share of DB projects were also introduced when road maintenance 

was opened up for competition, i.e. increased efficiency and innovation rate (Stenbeck, 2006; 2007; 

Österberg, 2000). The evaluation of those contracts show however no increase of technical development, 

rather the opposite where in some cases older technical equipment was used. Cost savings were as a result 

of personnel cuts. The French example shows on the other hand that client financed research and 

development has had good results (Stenbeck, 2006; 2007). The compliance of such research and 

guaranteed property rights with public procurement and transparency is however uncertain. The historic 

examples show on the other hand how the commitment of the government to research in collaboration 

with private enterprises has been very successful in developing the Swedish infrastructure and has led to 

groundbreaking development (Kaijser, 1994; Fridlund, 1997; 1999; Wiklund, 2005).  

If there is pressure in the market for better quality, the contractors are more likely to develop better 

methods than if there is no pressure from a demanding client (Bossink, 2004; Manley, 2006). An informed 

client would arguably have a better understanding of what to buy and how to adopt external innovations.  

Innovation could also be sponsored under the umbrella of a project and not as a separate operation. 

Initiatives of this kind have been for instance to see the possibilities of developing a larger TBM-machine 

or using methods which would improve the working environment. The large infrastructure projects are 

seen by both consultants and contractors as projects where new knowledge is created. The degree to 

which this knowledge has been utilized in subsequent projects is however unclear.  

5.3 Alternative procurement and collaborative methods 
The client representatives and contractors do not think today’s procuring is optimal. The ability to 

negotiate in complex projects is judged as important according to client representatives. Revealing risks is 

something both clients and contractors believe is a good idea.  

There are trials with partnering and long-term contracts respectively. These forms of working are seen in a 

positive light by clients and contractors.  
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5.3.1 Long-term contracts 
The argument that long-term contracting would affect design and thus reduce life-cycle costs does not 

necessarily stand. Not many contractors have their own maintenance organizations or have knowledge of 

the long-term effects of different design solutions. This is e.g. shown by the above-mentioned example 

where the contractor suggested method did not meet the criteria after ten years. One contractor says he 

would hire the same subcontractor as the STA for maintenance and operation if it was included in a 

contract. Even if the contractor company has its internal maintenance organization, it is not given that the 

coordination between divisions would be greater or equal to what it is in a public organization. 

Respondents believe this type of contracting will lead to less competition as the number of companies that 

can assume responsibility for a long period of time is limited. 

If long-term contracts are increasingly awarded, contractors could be motivated to some extent to 

internalize those operations. The question is when both contract parties, client and contractor, would get 

efficiency gains. The study of Norrortsleden showed a more expensive maintenance and expected 

difficulties for the client organization to overtake the facility after contract finish (Bjerneling & Åberg, 

2011). Construction companies’ knowledge of life-cycle costs could also be questioned. As is argued in 

Lind and Borg (2011) the large national authority should have a better understanding of 

operation/maintenance costs than a number of competing firms. The example from Stenbeck (2007) 

where the design suggested by the contractor did not meet the criteria ten years after construction could 

indicate lack of life-cycle knowledge or sub optimization. Clients already see unusual and varying solutions 

leading to higher maintenance costs. The same concern was lifted by the Swedish National Audit Office 

(2012:14).  

5.3.2 Partnering 
Partnering is seen by the respondents in my study as a good method for working in settings where there 

are many uncertainties. This method allows contractor involvement at an earlier stage and active design 

while decreasing the negotiations and contract changes. The answers from contractors in the Stockholm 

County Council report (2012a) that they want an early involvement but are negatively disposed to DB 

could be seen as a wish to work in partnering forms. One consultant points out that the contractors 

naturally prefer this working method because they do not assume any risks. This could mean less incentive 

for efficiency but the client representatives think this is a better way of conducting work because both 

parties would work on a mutual goal. But even with incentive contracting in partnering projects, the 

contractors’ incentives disappear once the target cost has been reached. 

Partnering could be seen as the Swedish model or a development pair, discussed in the theoretical 

background (Kaijser, 1996; Fridlund, 1997; 1999). These arrangement stress however long-term 

partnerships and collaboration where there is mutual benefit as the government functions as an informed 

client and the enterprises gain from developing the technology. How this can be done with the 

enforcement of public procurement is unclear. My study has provided with brief examples of how 

technological advancement has been achieved in the past in Sweden, with development pairs which 

benefitted both public clients and contributing companies. This highlights also the discussion of the 

radical versus incremental innovation, showing that direct investments in technological systems have been 

successful in the past in providing radical advancements.  

5.4 Limitations and reflections 
The strength of my study is the inclusion of core stakeholders involved in the building of infrastructure 

projects. The respondents have mostly Stockholm as their base but work with infrastructure projects in 

different cities in the entire country and abroad and can thus give a broad view on infrastructure projects. 

The limitation is the lack of respondents from small companies. The contractors do not belong to the 

companies with the largest shares in the Swedish market but are large multinational companies.  
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The interviewees on the client side are well presented, as both the STA and Stockholm County Council 

are included. The two clients have the responsibility of most infrastructure projects in the region and in 

the STA’s case in the entire country. The municipal responsibility is not as tightly linked to execution even 

if their decision processes influence projects.   

A weakness in the study is trying to understand the impact of the STA’s and Stockholm County Council’s 

direction in outsourcing design management and other parts, e.g. maintenance, to the market. Steps in this 

direction have been taken earlier as well but are unfortunately not well-documented and evaluated. The 

interplay of market situation, competence and legal infrastructure is complicated to outline. This study has 

been an effort to look at how some of the issues raised earlier by i.e. Lind and Borg (2010; 2012) and the 

Swedish National Audit Office (2012:14, 2012:21) are perceived by industry participants.  

The benefit of having a supervisor from a consultancy firm was the introduction to the market and an 

easier access to interviewees. The main reason for my supervisor’s involvement has been an interest in the 

industry and the issues that are currently discussed. The supervisor also had a better understanding of who 

possessed better knowledge and his introduction made respondents more willing to share this 

information. The disadvantage is the possible bias in sampling as the consultancy firm is an actor in the 

market. I was however the one to suggest the research topic and all the research has been conducted by 

me. Discussions with the supervisor have occurred and have been of a problematizing nature. Throughout 

this process I have tried to stay as objective as possible. 

Those who are interested in the development of the infrastructure industry and the current discussion of 

contract forms can gain knowledge and insights about some of the processes from the study. Similar 

discussions have also been present in other countries. The study shows processes and consequences for 

the Swedish market but readers from other countries can gain some insight as well.  
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6 Conclusions 
The final chapter summarizes the analysis and presents conclusions. Suggestions for further research are also presented. 

The research question for this study was:  

Is the design and build delivery method suited for large infrastructure projects and will an increased use of the delivery form 

increase the innovation rate in the Swedish infrastructure industry?  

The conclusion from the study for the first part of the question is that different project can be suitable for 

DB, DBB or other procurement form. The complexity of projects has however been one factor which has 

favored DBB procurement over DB. Because of the uncertainties and interdependencies that a complex 

project entails, the client has often made the judgment that DBB is preferable. Respondents see DB as a 

good way of working when there are clear conditions and the client can describe the facility wanted. In a 

project where changes and uncertainties are numerous and organizational and technological complexity is 

high, most of the respondents believe DB is not a flexible solution.  

Another form of working that the respondents believe is preferable in these setting is partnering. 

Partnering could also be seen as a continuation of the “Swedish model” or development pairs, where close 

collaboration between public and private entities has been very successful in providing solutions for 

infrastructure (Kaijser, 1994; Fridlund, 1999; Wiklund, 2005).  

This also closely relates to the second part of the question, namely the impact of the increased use of DB 

on the innovation rate in the Swedish infrastructure industry. There are two different paths to the answer 

of this question. The first says that the contractors have a good sense of production and logistics and can 

improve the performance of projects. This view is held by most contractors. The efficiency of DB 

projects has however not had sufficient empirical support (Swedish National Audit Office, 2012:14). 

There is also hope that foreign contractors can introduce new methods to the Swedish market, which has 

been done on occasion. The second path says that the public client cannot rely on the market for the 

development of the infrastructure. Most interviewees believe that the more radical improvements need a 

close collaboration between clients, consultants and contractors. This could be done in e.g. partnering 

contracts, as stated above. The literature review supports this as the ability of the government to bear 

risks, which are high in inventive operations, makes it the optimal party to finance research and 

development. Experience from the outsourcing of operation and maintenance of roads and the French 

policy (Stenbeck, 2007; Österberg, 2000) support this conclusion. 

The purpose of the research was also to discuss possible consequences of an increased use of DB.  

A concern among some of the respondents was the procurement process’ impact on competition as it was 

understood that larger companies were favored. Companies that do not have design management 

capabilities are not favored. The cost of bidding in DB projects was also believed to have a negative 

impact on competition. Whereas some thought bidding was a risk which would raise prices, others 

thought the new procurement form would not affect project economy negatively.  

The majority of the respondents is pleased with the risk distribution which exists today and thinks a 

disruption would only shift risk to those unable to bear it, leading to higher prices for the public client. 

The argument for the traditional procurement is that the public client can buy production efficiency and 

not ability to bear risk.  

Another concern among respondents was the ability to procure with functional demands, as some of the 

contractors and the new directives of the STA advocate. Some of the contractors see however difficulties 

in handling larger parts with construction responsibility based on functional demands. 
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Clients see difficulties in formulating and evaluating functional demands in ways that reduce arbitrariness. 

The fear of appeals against contract awards is justified with e.g. the court process where the STA’s 

decision to award the contract to an equal solution was struck as illegal (Bengtsson, 2012; Åkerlund, 2012). 

Clients are also concerned that the increased use of DB and functional requirements will impact their 

continuous ability to formulate and evaluate demands. This could make the public clients more dependent 

on external knowledge and lead to increased inefficiency.  

The study also shows that even when costs are estimated to be higher with DB than with DBB, the 

conclusion is to use DB (Stockholm County Council, 2012a). This is primarily done for the argument of 

shifting risk to contractors. The efficiency of outsourcing risk to the contractors can be discussed. 

International evaluation of public-private partnerships, contract forms which are said to have an efficient 

risk-sharing mechanism, have shown that the public client has paid very large sums for the outsourcing of 

risk (Shaoul et al, 2006; Nilsson & Pyddoke, 2007). Also changing the contract form to DBB and 

reimbursement form to cost plus when problems have arisen shows that the public client has difficulties 

in getting rid of risks.  

To summarize, the conclusions from the study are thus: 

Design and build is not seen as an appropriate form of organizing work in complex and uncertain settings. 

The increased use of design and build will not necessarily lead to a higher innovation rate in the infrastructure industry. 

Innovation and development other than production technique optimization could more efficiently be done in collaboration 

between the actors in the infrastructure industry. 

My study has been an effort in trying to understand the market actors’ view on the use of the DB 

procurement form in large and complex projects and innovation drivers in the industry. The possible 

impact of the increased use of DB has been the background of the study. The novelty of the study is also 

the suggestion of seeing partnering as a possible continuation of the “Swedish model” with collaborations 

between the public and private sector, providing innovative solutions for the Swedish infrastructure.  

The implications for theory could be that suboptimization is not necessarily a large problem as most 

participants do not see a difference between the results of DB or DBB. This could however be a result of 

the small difference of the contract forms in Sweden. Other factors, like choosing the procurement based 

on the conditions of the project, could be more important to reduce the risks of suboptimization. Another 

implication could be the difficulty of transferring risks in DB projects as changes to DBB or cost plus 

reimbursement have been practiced.  

6.1 Further research 
The apparent suggestion for further research is to look at quantitative evaluations of procurement forms. 

This can however be very difficult for lack of reliable data. Another suggestion for further research could 

be a comparison between the Swedish market and other Nordic markets or markets with similar 

conditions. Studies with larger samples are also relevant where municipalities, county administrative 

boards, smaller companies etc. are included.   

Direct research questions stemming from the discussion in this study are however the following: 

1. The possibilities of procuring with functional demands with the current legal infrastructure for public 

procurement.  

2. Public and private collaboration regarding infrastructure development – to what extent is it present 

and to what extent is it successful? 
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Appendix A 
 

Interview questions 

1. How does the organization look like and what is your role? 

2. Which procurement form do you prefer when working in large infrastructure projects? 

3. Are there large differences in the working methods of different procurement forms? 

a. If so, in what areas? 

4. Is there enough freedom in DB contracts? 

a. How can it increase? 

b. How would an optimal setting look like? 

5. Is there enough competition in DB procurements? 

a. What contributed to the competition and lack thereof? 

6. How are demands formulated for the object to meet?  

7. Do contractors use new methods or products in DB contracts?  

8. Which party has been mostly driving innovation, the public client or contractors? Has the 

procurement form been decisive? 

9. Which party has more knowledge of techniques and materials? 

10. Do DBB contracts inhibit innovation and development? 

11. How do you judge the knowledge development of the public client to be? 

12. What is the difference between procurement forms in regards to disagreements, performance, 

additional costs and additional work? 

13. Do you judge the risk distribution to be fair and reasonable? 

14. In what cases is DB preferred to DBB and in what cases not? 

15. Are there other factors which influence project performance more than the procurement form? 

16. What do you judge the long-term consequences of the increased use of DB to be? 

17. Are there other ways of working which are preferable? 

 

 


